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The control of non-equilibrium quantum dynamics in many-body systems is
challenging as interactions typically lead to thermalization and a chaotic spread-
ing throughout Hilbert space. We investigate non-equilibrium dynamics fol-
lowing rapid quenches in a many-body system composed of 3 to 200 strongly
interacting qubits in one and two spatial dimensions. Using a programmable
quantum simulator based on Rydberg atom arrays, we show that coherent re-
vivals associated with so-called quantum many-body scars can be stabilized
by periodic driving, which generates a robust subharmonic response akin to
discrete time-crystalline order. We map Hilbert space dynamics, geometry de-
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pendence, phase diagrams, and system-size dependence of this emergent phe-
nomenon, demonstrating novel ways to steer complex dynamics in many-body
systems and enabling potential applications in quantum information science.
One sentence summary: Periodic driving of a Rydberg-atom array is used to
demonstrate control of quantum many-body dynamics.
Dynamics of complex, strongly interacting many-body systems have broad implications in
quantum science and engineering, ranging from understanding fundamental phenomena (1, 2)
to realizing robust quantum information systems (3). Such dynamics typically leads to a rapid
growth of quantum entanglement and a chaotic spreading of the wave function throughout an ex-
ponentially large Hilbert space, a phenomenon associated with quantum thermalization (1,2,4).
Recent advances in the controlled manipulation of isolated, programmable many-body systems
have enabled detailed studies of non-equilibrium states in strongly interacting quantum mat-
ter (4–6), in regimes inaccessible to numerical simulations on classical machines. Identifying
non-trivial states for which dynamics can be stabilized or steered by external controls is a central
question explored in these studies. For instance, it has been shown that strong disorder, leading
to many-body localization (MBL), allows systems to suppress entanglement growth and retain
memory of their initial state for long times (7, 8). Another striking example involves quantum
many-body scars, which manifest as periodic entanglement and disentanglement dynamics for
special initial states that avoid rapid thermalization within an otherwise chaotic system (9–11).
Further, periodic driving in strongly interacting systems can give rise to exotic non-equilibrium
phases of matter, such as the discrete time crystal (DTC) which spontaneously breaks the dis-
crete time-translation symmetry of the underlying drive (12, 13). Here, we report the discovery
of a new type of non-equilibrium dynamics associated with many-body scarring trajectories
stabilized via periodic driving. The driven scars result in an emergent phenomenon akin to dis-
crete time-crystalline order that can be harnessed to steer entanglement dynamics in complex
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many-body systems.
In our experiments, neutral 87Rb atoms are trapped in optical tweezers and arranged into
arbitrary two-dimensional patterns generated by a spatial light modulator (14, 15). This pro-
grammable system allows us to explore quantum dynamics in systems ranging from chains and
square lattices to exotic decorated lattices, with sizes up to 200 atoms. All atoms are initialized
in an electronic ground state |g〉 and coupled to a Rydberg state |r〉 by a two-photon optical
transition with an effective Rabi frequency Ω(t) and detuning ∆(t) (Fig. 1A). When excited
into Rydberg states, atoms interact via a strong, repulsive van der Waals interaction V ∼ 1/d6,















where h̄ is the reduced Planck constant, ni = |ri〉〈ri| is the projector onto the Rydberg state
at site i and σxi = |gi〉〈ri| + |ri〉〈gi| flips the atomic state. We choose lattice spacings where
the nearest-neighbor (NN) interaction V0 > Ω results in the Rydberg blockade (14, 16, 17),
preventing adjacent atoms from simultaneously occupying |r〉. For large negative detunings,
the many-body ground state is |gggg...〉, and at large positive detunings on bipartite lattices
the ground state is antiferromagnetic, of the form |rgrg...〉. Starting with all atoms in |g〉,
adiabatically increasing ∆ from large negative values to large positive values thus prepares
antiferromagnetic initial states |AF〉 (10, 18–21); we choose array configurations (e.g. odd
numbers of atoms) such that one of the two classical orderings, |AF1〉, is energetically preferred.
To explore quantum scarring in two-dimensional systems, we prepare |AF1〉 on an 85-atom
honeycomb lattice, and then suddenly quench at fixed Ω to a small positive detuning (Fig. 1B).
The system quickly evolves from |AF1〉 into a disordered state as expected from a thermaliz-
ing system, but then strikingly the opposite order |AF2〉 emerges at a later time (11). Through
the same process the system evolves back to |AF1〉, consistent with previous observations of
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quantum scars in one-dimensional chains (10, 11). These scarring dynamics can be seen in
the evolution of sublattice A and B populations as a function of quench duration (Fig. 1C),
where disordered configurations arise when the sublattice populations are approximately equal.
These observations are surprising in a strongly interacting system, and indicate a special dy-
namical behavior as well as a form of ergodicity breaking (11, 22). This scarring behavior is
captured by the so-called ‘PXP’ model of perfect nearest-neighbor blockade, in which V0 is





Pi = |gi〉 〈gi| (11, 22–26). In this model, the coherent oscillations of the sublattice population
difference 〈n〉A − 〈n〉B are understood as the oscillations of an emergent “large spin” (27).
We observe this oscillatory behavior in a wide variety of bipartite lattices (Fig. 2A) (we
do not observe scarring on the non-bipartite lattices we measure). As an example, we plot the
difference between the sublattice A and B populations 〈n〉A − 〈n〉B for a 49-atom square and
a 54-atom decorated honeycomb (28), with Rabi frequency Ω/2π = 4.2 MHz and interaction
strength V0/2π = 9.1 MHz. We note a marked difference in the lifetime of periodic revivals
for these two different lattices. Quantitatively, we find that dynamics of 〈n〉A − 〈n〉B are well-
described by a damped cosine, y0 + C cos(Ω̃t) exp(−t/τ), with oscillation frequency Ω̃, decay
time τ , offset y0, and contrastC. While Ω̃ ≈ 0.6 Ω on both the square and decorated honeycomb
lattices (and on the other lattices we probe), the fitted τ for these two different configurations
are 0.22(1) µs and 0.50(1) µs, respectively.
To understand this geometry dependence, we consider an empirical model for the decay rate
























where the first two terms capture deviations of the Rydberg Hamiltonian from the idealized
PXP model, due to second-order virtual coupling to states violating blockade and next-nearest-
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neighbor (NNN) interactions, respectively (29); α, β, τ0 are phenomenological values. In Fig. 2B
we plot the measured 1/τ as a function of the first and second terms in Eq. 2 for all geometries
shown in Fig. 2A and varied interaction strengths V0. We find that the decay rates fit well to
a plane with slopes α = 0.72(12) and β = 0.58(5) and offset 1/τ0 = 0.4(2) MHz. Note that
1/τ0, which includes decay contributions inherent to the idealized PXP model (11,28), is much
smaller than 1/τ ; i.e., the decay of scars is dominated by imperfect blockade and long-range
interactions. The observation that long-range fields contribute to decay also motivates quench-
ing to small positive ∆q = ∆q,opt = 1/2
∑
i,j>NN Vij , which cancels the static contribution from
the long-range interactions (29) and is used throughout this work. These results also suggest
an intrinsic limit to the scar lifetime, coming from the trade-off between imperfect blockade
(∝ 1/V0) and long-range interactions (∝ V0). For example, we estimate a maximum lifetime
τmax ≈ 0.9µs for a chain and τmax ≈ 0.4µs for a honeycomb lattice.
We next investigate the effect of parametric driving on many-body scars. To this end, we
implement quenches to a time-dependent detuning ∆q(t) = ∆0+∆m cos(ωmt), as illustrated in
Figure 3A, and explore a non-perturbative regime of ∆m,∆0, ωm ∼ Ω. Remarkably, in Fig. 3B
we find that such a quench results in a five-fold increase of scar lifetime compared to the fixed-
detuning case, for properly chosen drive parameters (modulation frequency ωm = 1.24 Ω, offset
∆0 = 0.85 Ω, and amplitude ∆m = 0.98 Ω for this 9-atom chain). Further, we find the drive
changes the oscillation frequency Ω̃ to ωm/2, apparent in the synchronous revival of 〈n〉A−〈n〉B
every two drive periods of ∆q(t).
Figure 3C shows the scar lifetime and oscillation frequency as a function of modulation
frequency ωm, for a 9-atom chain (with different V0 than Fig. 3A), a 41-atom honeycomb, and
a 66-atom edge-imbalanced decorated honeycomb (tabulation of system and drive parameters
in (29)). For all three lattices, a robust subharmonic locking of the scar frequency is observed
at ωm/2 over a wide range of ωm, accompanied by a marked increase in the scar lifetime. The
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optimal driving frequency roughly corresponds to twice the natural scar oscillation frequency
for the chain and honeycomb lattice (with an apparent ∼10% shift toward lower ωm), whereas
the imbalanced lattice exhibits an unexpected double-peak structure (29). We note that signif-
icant lifetime enhancements are found even when ∆m,∆0 
∑
NNN Vij , and even in numerics
for the idealized PXP model (29), indicating that the physical origin of the enhancement is not
simply a mean-field-interaction cancellation akin to fixed ∆q,opt.
Figure 3D shows the experimentally observed distribution of microscopic many-body states
across the entire Hilbert space of the 9-atom chain, as a function of quench time (see also
the supplementary animation). For the fixed detuning quench, oscillations between |AF1〉 and
|AF2〉 product states are observed, before the quantum state spreads and thermalizes to a near-
uniform distribution across the many-body states (1, 2). Notably, parametric driving not only
delays thermalization, but also alters the actual trajectory being stabilized: the driven case also
shows periodic, synchronous occupation of several other many-body states (emphasized in the
right panels of Fig. 3D), seemingly dominated by those with near-maximal excitation number
(indicated in the left panels). This suggests that, rather than enhancing oscillations between the
|AF〉 states, the parametric driving actually stabilizes the scar dynamics to oscillations between
entangled superpositions composed of various product states. Figure 3E further illustrates the
change in trajectory with numerical simulations of the local entanglement entropy, revealing
that driving stabilizes the periodic entangling and disentangling of an atom with the rest of the
system.
We observe this emergent subharmonic stabilization for a wide range of system and drive
parameters. Figs. 4A and 4B show the time dynamics of 〈n〉A − 〈n〉B and the normalized
intensity of its associated Fourier transform |S(ω)|2 as a function of the drive frequency for a
9-atom chain. A response is observed at ω = ωm for ωm < 0.8 Ω, before suddenly transitioning
into a subharmonic response ω = ωm/2 for ωm > 0.8 Ω. For different drive parameters a weak
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4th subharmonic response at ω = ωm/4 is also observed (29). To quantify the robustness of the
observed response, we evaluate the subharmonic weight, |S(ω = ωm/2)|2, which encapsulates
both the ωm/2 response and enhanced lifetime (30,31). Fig. 4C shows the corresponding results
for a 9-atom chain and a 41-atom honeycomb as a function of the modulation frequency ωm and
the lattice spacing a (in units of the blockade radius Rb defined by V (Rb) = Ω). A wide
plateau in the subharmonic weight is clearly observed for both lattices, as a function of both
modulation frequency and interaction strength (range 0.6 − 0.9 a/Rb corresponds to V0/2π ≈
8 − 80 MHz). In order to quantify the many-body nature of this stable region (13), we make




|Sωm(ω = ωm/2)|2 for ωm = 0.75, 0.85, ..., 1.75 Ω. The
subharmonic rigidity quantifies robustness of the subharmonic response, where large values
imply a large subharmonic response over a wide range of modulation frequencies. Figure 4D
shows that subharmonic rigidity increases with system size until saturating at roughly 13 atoms
for both a chain and a honeycomb lattice, and appearing stable for the honeycomb lattice even
to 200 atoms.
The emergent subharmonic response and its rigidity are strongly reminiscent of those as-
sociated with discrete time-crystalline order (12, 13, 30–32). Yet, there are clear distinctions.
Specifically, this behavior is observed only for antiferromagnetic initial states, while other initial
states such as |ggg...〉 thermalize and do not show subharmonic responses (29). This significant
state dependence distinguishes these observations from conventional MBL or prethermal time
crystals (33), where subharmonic responses are not tied to special initial states. Moreover, it is
striking that our drive, whose frequency is resonant with local energy scales, enhances quantum
scarring and ergodicity breaking instead of rapidly injecting energy into the system, as would
generally be expected in many-body systems (34).
To gain intuition into the origin of the observed subharmonic stabilization of many-body
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scars, we consider a toy, pulsed model with Floquet unitaryUF (θ, τ) = e−iθ
∑
i nie−iHPXPτ , where
θ arises from an infinitesimal, strong detuning pulse. Due to the particle-hole symmetry of the
PXP Hamiltonian, for θ = π the time evolution e−iHPXPτ during one pulse is cancelled by the
time evolution eiHPXPτ in a subsequent pulse, generating an effective many-body echo and sub-
harmonic response (29). Interestingly, for small deviations from perfect π rotations, θ = π + ε,
revivals vanish for generic initial states but persist robustly for an initial |AF〉 state (29). This
behavior can be understood as follows. Due to the scarring character of the antiferromag-
netic initial states, the PXP evolution approximately realizes an effective π-pulse from |AF1〉
to |AF2〉, but results in ergodic spreading for other initial states. Accordingly, for θ = π + ε,
evolution still approximates an effective many-body echo for the scarred |AF〉 but does not re-
verse the chaotic evolution of generic initial states. Finally, the additional ε
∑
i ni serves as
a “stabilizing Hamiltonian” by creating an effective gap between the |AF〉 states (which have
maximal atomic excitations nmax =
∑
i ni) from the rest of the spectrum. In practice, the |AF〉
states will be dressed by other states with near-maximal atomic excitations, consistent with the
dynamics in Fig. 3D. Although the above arguments involve an idealized pulsed model, neglect
large NNN interactions, and do not explicitly explain the observations in imbalanced lattices
(Fig. 3C), this analysis already offers useful insight by connecting the observed subharmonic
response to DTC physics and warrants further study.
These considerations indicate that the observed subharmonic stabilization of many-body
scars constitutes a new physical phenomenon that can be used for steering quantum dynamics
in complex systems. Our observations challenge conventional understandings of quantum ther-
malization, warranting further investigation to understand the exact nature and conditions for
this stabilization, its relationship to dynamical phases of matter such as the DTC, and the special
role of the many-body scar states. Such studies could be extended to systems with more com-
plex geometry, control, and topology, ranging from other initial states (35) and non-bipartite
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arrays (14, 21), to implementing these techniques in other controllable many-body systems.
These results open new possibilities for robust control of complex entangled states in many-
body systems, with potential applications in areas such as quantum metrology and quantum
information science (3).
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Figure 1: Experimental investigations of quantum many-body scars. (A) Two-dimensional
atom array subject to global Rydberg lasers with Rabi frequency Ω and detuning ∆. (B) A
quasi-adiabatic ramp of ∆ and Ω prepares an antiferromagnetic state |AF1〉 with sublattice A
excited, and a detuning quench launches non-equilibrium dynamics. Atoms in |g〉 are imaged
in optical tweezers via fluorescence while atoms in |r〉 (empty circles) are expelled and detected
as atom loss. (C) The Rydberg population on sublattices A and B undergo periodic oscillations
(Inset: geometry used here).
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Figure 2: Universal empirical description of scar lifetime. (A) Different geometries used
in this study. The lifetime τ of the sublattice excitation difference depends strongly on the
geometry. (B) As a function of coupling to blockade-violating states (∝ Ω2/V0) and next-
nearest-neighbor (NNN) interactions, the scar decay rate 1/τ displays a bilinear dependence
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Figure 3: Emergent subharmonic locking and stabilization. (A) Pulse sequence showing
state preparation and quench with ∆q(t). (B) Scar dynamics on a chain during quench to fixed
optimal detuning (bare) with lifetime τfixed, and time-dependent detuning (drive) with modula-
tion frequency ωm = 1.24 Ω and lifetime τdrive. The drive increases the scar lifetime and changes
its frequency to ωm/2. (C) Scar response frequency and lifetime as a function of ωm, showing a
subharmonic locking and lifetime increase. (D) Dynamics of the entire Hilbert space measured
with experimental snapshots (0.5 million total bit strings). The microstates of the constrained
Hilbert space are ordered by nA − nB, or equivalently by Hamming distance (number of spin
flips) from |AF1〉 (see (29) for details). Right subplots highlight |AF2〉 and a state with a do-
main wall |DW1〉. (E) Reduced density matrix of a single atom in a chain (numerics) shows
that driving reduces the growth of entanglement entropy Sent.
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Figure 4: Robustness of the subharmonic response. (A) Dynamics of sublattice population
difference after quench, as a function of modulation frequency. (B) Fourier transform intensity
|S(ω)|2 of data in (a), showing a harmonic locking for ωm < 0.8 Ω and a subharmonic locking
for ωm > 0.8 Ω. (C) Phase diagram of the subharmonic response |S(ω = ωm/2)|2 in chain data
(left), chain numerics (middle) from perfectly initialized |AF1〉 without experimental imperfec-
tions, and honeycomb data (right). (D) Increase of subharmonic rigidity (sum of subharmonic
weights measured over a range of modulation frequencies) with increasing system size.
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1. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DETAILS
We initialize a sorted array of atoms in a desired geometry and optically pump the atoms into the stretched state
|5S1/2, F = 2,mF = −2〉. The atoms are then illuminated by two Rydberg laser beams at 1013 nm and 420 nm, with
single-photon Rabi frequencies of Ω1013/(2π) ≈ 50 MHz and Ω420/(2π) ≈ 160 MHz and a detuning from the 6P3/2
intermediate state of δ/(2π) ≈ 1 GHz. Using an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) connected to an acousto-optic
modulator (AOM), we control the intensity, frequency, and phase of the 420-nm light arbitrarily. We apply the 420-nm
light such that the two-photon detuning ∆ starts at a large negative value, and sweep to large positive values using a
cubic time profile. For each geometry, we optimize the sweep parameters to maximize the state preparation fidelity,
as measured by the contrast between Rydberg populations on sublattices A and B. See [15] for a detailed, up-to-date
characterization of our experimental apparatus and adiabatic state preparation in two-dimensional arrays.
2. THERMALIZATION MECHANISMS AND FIXED-DETUNING QUENCHES
2.1. Derivation of effective Hamiltonian
The Rydberg blockade mechanism arises in the limit of strong nearest-neighbor interactions, V0  Ω, such that
the many-body Hilbert space is split into disconnected sectors distinguished by the total number of nearest-neighbor
excitations [36]. In this section we employ Schrieffer-Wolff (SW) perturbation theory to derive an effective Hamiltonian
in the sector of zero nearest-neighbor excitations starting from the Rydberg Hamiltonian, defined in Eq. (1) in the
main text. The effective Hamiltonian is obtained from an expansion in the small parameter Ω/V0 up to second order.
We describe the main steps of the expansion, applicable in any lattice geometry. The subleading terms in the effective
Hamiltonian provide important insights into the physical processes that facilitate thermalization of the system at
3
short timescales and will be used in Section 2.3 to justify the expression for the empirical decay rate of scars defined
in Eq. (2) of the main text.
The first step of the SW transformation consists of the splitting of the full Hamiltonian into the dominant part
(H0) and the perturbation (Q) so that H = H0 + Q. We consider the limit where the nearest-neighbor interaction
strength V0 is the dominant energy scale compared to Rabi frequency Ω, detuning ∆, and longer-range interactions.




















where dij/a is the distance between sites i and j normalized by the nearest-neighbor spacing a, and the last term sums
over all sites i, j with dij/a > 1 (i.e. beyond nearest neighbors), with the factor of 1/2 accounting for double-counting
of pairs.
The unperturbed Hamiltonian H0 effectively counts the total number of nearest-neighbor excitations in the system.
We further split the perturbation Q into the sum of generalized ladder operators Tm, defined so that [H0, Tm] =
mV0Tm, with m being an integer. Physically, this commutation rule implies that the operator Tm increases energy
by mV0 when applied to an eigenstate of H0. For the Rydberg Hamiltonian, the integer m identifies the number of
nearest-neighbor excitations that are either created, if m > 0, or annihilated, if m < 0, by the application of Tm to
an eigenstate of H0. The detuning as well as the longer range interactions commute with the dominant term in the




























i for m = 1, . . . , D with T−m = T
†
m, (S3)
where σ+i creates a Rydberg excitation on site i, D is the number of nearest neighbors for the given lattice and
calligraphic operators PD,mi are defined as projectors onto the subspace where m nearest neighbors of site i are
simultaneously excited. If the Rydberg atom at site i is flipped in this subspace, the energy of the state measured
with respect to H0 will change proportionally to the number of excited nearest neighbors m, as desired.
The SW transformation of order l is a rotation of the Hamiltonian, H(l) = U†l HUl that eliminates all off-diagonal
(in the unperturbed eigenbasis) operators up to O(Ωl+1/V l0 ). The generator of the SW transformation at order l = 1





). Higher-order generators have a more complicated form, containing nested
commutators of the generalized ladder operators. The rotated Hamiltonians H(l) are truncated at O(Ωl+1/V l0 ) and
therefore, the equalities below are defined up to the truncation order. The first-order Hamiltonian is,





















The first term H0 = V0
∑
〈ij〉 ninj contributes a constant that is equal to zero, as we restrict to the so-called ‘Rydberg-
blockaded’ Hilbert space in which no two neighboring sites are simultaneously excited. The Hamiltonian (S4) is an
effective Hamiltonian in the Rydberg-blockaded Hilbert space. In particular, the projector PD,0i,j that dresses the spin-
flip operator σx ensures that Rydberg excitations obey the blockade condition, leading to the presence of a kinetic
constraint in the dynamics. Equation (S4) is equivalent to the “PXP-model” [11, 23, 24, 37] but with the addition of
detuning and long-range interactions.
To probe additional thermalization processes that stem from virtual excitations that violate Rydberg blockade, we
consider the effective Hamiltonian with terms up to second order,

























Where the first term in parenthesis corresponds to multi-site interactions and the second term describes kinetically
constrained hopping of Rydberg excitations between nearest-neighbor sites i, j provided that all neighbors of these
two sites are in the |g〉 state.
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Previous theoretical studies have predominantly focused on the long-lived oscillations from |AF〉-type initial states
in the pure PXP-model that is given by the first term in H(2). The presence of quantum many-body scars in this
Hamiltonian, discussed in one-dimensional chains [11] and generic bipartite two-dimensional lattices [28, 38], leads
to long intrinsic decay timescales of the oscillations of local observables. It is thus reasonable to assume that the
decay rates seen in experiments (and numerics of the full Rydberg Hamiltonian) are caused by the remaining terms
in Eq. (S5) that describe deviations from the PXP model, as such deformations are observed to generally increase
thermalization rates [11, 26]. The derivation of the second-order Hamiltonian H(2) for the Rydberg-blockaded Hilbert
space demonstrates that the following microscopic mechanisms dominate deviations from the PXP-model: (i) detuning
that is controlled experimentally by the parameter ∆, (ii) longer-range interactions that have overall magnitude scaling
with V0, but strongly depend on the geometry of the lattice, and (iii) higher-order corrections that scale as Ω
2/4V0.
These terms will be used in Section 2.3 to justify the phenomenological model for thermalization rate used in the
main text (see also Eq. (S10)).
2.2. Optimal fixed global detuning for suppressing long-range interactions
In this section we show that there is an astute choice of detuning ∆q such that the detrimental effect of long-
range interaction terms is partially mitigated. As discussed in the previous section and in the main text, we find
empirically for fixed-detuning quenches that deviations from the pure PXP Hamiltonian limit the lifetime of the scars
we observe. This motivates the rationale for quenching to small positive values of ∆q as opposed to ∆q = 0, as the
long-range interactions are always positive and so can be partially compensated by a fixed detuning. Mathematically,
the optimal value of detuning can be deduced from rewriting the second and third terms in Eq. (S6) via the spin
operator Szi = (1/2)σ
z
i such that ni = S
z






























where dij/a is the distance between sites i and j normalized by the nearest-neighbor spacing a, and we drop the
irrelevant constant energy term. We observe that terms proportional to Szi cancel when








































with the [Many-body terms] described in Eq. S6. This Hamiltonian is qualitatively similar to that in Eq. (S6), but with
smaller long-range interactions Szi S
z
j instead of the native ninj interactions, due to the adopted choice of ∆q,opt. The
long-range interactions are dominated by the contribution from next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) atoms (as Vij ∝ 1/d6ij),
and due to the bipartite nature of the lattices studied here, the NNN of the ith atom belong to the same sublattice as
the ith atom and thus have the same population evolution in time. For these reasons, the mean-field contribution from






j is roughly 1/4 the mean-field contribution of
∑
i,j>NN Vijninj ,
and thereby reduces the deviation from the pure PXP Hamiltonian.
We emphasize that calculating the optimal value ∆q,opt according to Eq. (S8) requires only knowledge of V0 and
dij/a. For example, the sum in Eq. S8 gives ∆q,opt/V0 ≈ 0.153, 0.33, 0.0173 for a honeycomb lattice, a square lattice,
and a one-dimensional chain respectively. For lattices where different sublattice sites are not equivalent, e.g. Lieb and
decorated honeycomb lattices, we calculate ∆q,opt for both sublattices and take the average.
In Fig. S1 we plot experimental measurements of scar decay rate 1/τ under quenches to different fixed detunings
∆0 on a 162-atom honeycomb lattice. We find that the smallest decay rate is achieved at ∆0 ≈ 0.13 V0, close to the
value of ∆q,opt ≈ 0.153 V0 for the honeycomb lattice calculated from Eq. (S8).
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FIG. S1. Optimal fixed detuning during a fixed-detuning quench. Quenching from antiferromagnetic state |AF1〉 to
various fixed detunings ∆0 on a 162-atom honeycomb lattice with V0/2π = 17.1 MHz and Ω/2π = 4.3 MHz. The optimal fixed
detuning on the honeycomb lattice is calculated to be ∆q,opt = 1/2
∑
i,j>NN Vij ≈ 0.153 V0. An optimum is experimentally
observed close to ∆0 ≈ 0.13 V0, consistent with expectations from Eq. (S8).
2.3. Independent measurement of decay mechanisms
In this section we explain the expression used to describe scar decay mechanisms, and then independently corrob-
orate the phenomenological parameters α and β from the plane fit using different experimental measurements.

























where α, β, and τ0 are determined from the fit to the data. Physically this expression encodes the interplay of
two different mechanisms that govern the behavior of 1/τ and can be understood from the effective Hamiltonian (S6)
derived in Sec. 2.1. The leading term in the effective Hamiltonian (S6), the PXP model, leads to long-lived oscillations
with significantly longer decay time than observed for the full Rydberg Hamiltonian, both in 1D [11, 22] and 2D [38].
After fixing the detuning to ∆q,opt we arrive at the effective Hamiltonian in Eq. (S9), describing the PXP model
perturbed by the presence of (a) hopping processes of Rydberg excitations via virtual processes that involve violation
of Rydberg blockade, thus being suppressed as Ω2/V0 at large V0 and (b) longer-range interactions that scale as V0,
dominated by next-nearest-neighbors (NNN). Assuming that these two terms act as independent decay mechanisms,
one expects two separate contributions to the decay rate that are functions of Ω2/V0 and V0 respectively, reflected by
the phenomenological expression (S10).
In order to independently measure the coefficient α, we measure the scar lifetime for different values of Rabi
frequency Ω, while keeping V0 fixed in a 9-atom chain, thereby only changing the Ω
2/(4V0) term. We observe a linear
dependence up to the point where Ω/V0 ≈ 0.5, beyond which we see a strong increase of the decay rate, as the Rydberg
blockade breaks down and higher-order perturbations in Ω/V0 become significant. To independently determine the
value of β, we measure the scar lifetime for zigzag-shaped chains of atoms, keeping the NN spacing constant while
changing the NNN spacing (Fig. S2B), thereby only changing the NNN interaction term.
The two independent procedures described above result in values α = 0.79(15) and β = 0.58(7), which are consistent
with the values extracted from the two-dimensional fit in the main text Fig. 2 (α = 0.72(12), β = 0.58(5)). We also
perform numerical simulations of the quenches in Fig. S2 to corroborate our observations and explore imperfections
of our phenomenological model. Numerical simulations of the decay rate (plotted in Fig. S2A) agree well with the
experimental data in the intermediate range of Ω. However, the fine-grained theoretical curve in Fig. S2B reveals
a significant curvature for low NNN interactions, deviating from the naive linear prediction and suggesting that the
phenomenological expression (S10) is an oversimplification and that the effective β can depend on the probed range of
interaction strength. We further speculate that these oversimplifications could be more dramatic in two-dimensional
lattices, where e.g. the square lattice only has a small range of V0 which balances the contributions from imperfect
blockade and NNN interactions. Future work could explore deviations from Eq. S10 and perhaps devise clever ways
6
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A B
FIG. S2. Independent measurement of decay parameters α and β. (A) Measured decay rate as a function of coupling
to blockade-violating states ∼ Ω2/(4V0), obtained by measuring at different Rabi frequencies Ω during the quench on one-
dimensional 9-atom chains with a fixed V0/(2π) = 5.9 MHz. The linear fit (dashed line) is performed on the first 8 points,
which correspond to Ω/V0 < 0.5. (B) Measured decay rate as a function of next-to-nearest-neighbor interactions. We prepare
9-atom chains with a variable staggering angle between neighboring sites, keeping the nearest-neighbor interaction constant at
V0/(2π) = 17.1 MHz (insets). All error bars are given by fit uncertainties. The values for α and β are consistent with the fit
in the main text Fig. 2 within error bars.
to suppress these decay channels.
For Fig. 2 in the main text, we also include data on lattices (Lieb, decorated honeycomb, edge-imbalanced decorated
honeycomb) whose different sublattices have different imperfect blockade and NNN corrections. In these geometries,
for the x- and y-axis values on the plane fit, we calculate which sublattice has the faster decay rate as given by Eq. S10,
and use that sublattice’s values of NN imperfect blockade and NNN interactions as the x and y values in the plot.
3. EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON ENHANCEMENT OF SCARS BY PERIODIC DRIVING
3.1. Definition of subharmonic weight
In this section we describe the Fourier transform and normalization procedures for calculating S(ω). We use the
in-phase component of the Fourier transform, and because the sublattice population imbalance I(t) = 〈n〉A − 〈n〉B




















Finally, since we take a Fourier transform over a finite window T , to ensure the subharmonic weight is consistently
defined and properly normalized, we then calculate |S(ω)|2 for a perfect subharmonic response I(t) = cos [(ωm/2)t]
and normalize such that |S(ωm/2)|2 = 1 for this perfect subharmonic response. These normalizations yield the |S(ω)|2
that we plot throughout this work. In this way, the subharmonic weight |S(ωm/2)|2 has a maximum of 1 which is
achieved for a perfect cosine response in-phase with the drive. The intensity of the complex Fourier transform yields
the same qualitative result but is broader by a factor of ≈ 2 in the frequency domain due to the finite width of time
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FIG. S3. System-size dependence of the subharmonic response. Fourier transform intensity |S(ω)|2 of 〈n〉A − 〈n〉B
traces for a chain of varying system size. A prominent subharmonic feature emerges and becomes more robust as the number
of atoms in the chain increases, signifying that the subharmonic response is a many-body effect. All data here is a chain with
V0/2π = 51 MHz, and with drive parameters ∆m = ∆0 = 0.55 Ω.
3.2. Robustness of subharmonic response as a function of system size
In this section we describe the behavior of the subharmonic response as a function of the system size. A key signature
of time-crystalline behavior is that the subharmonic response becomes more rigid as the system size increases [13, 39].
Figure S3 plots |S(ω)|2 as a function of modulation frequency ωm for one-dimensional chains of 3 - 17 atoms. For
the 3-atom chain, a discernible subharmonic response is not observed. For the 5-atom chain, a subharmonic response
is observed with ωm ≈ 2× the natural oscillation frequency, but at larger or smaller ωm the response splits into two
separate peaks. For the 7-atom chain, the subharmonic response persists over a wider region of ωm and with larger
peak amplitude, but at sufficiently large or small ωm the response again splits into two peaks. Finally, for chains with
9 atoms and beyond, a stable subharmonic response is observed, with large response amplitude and no discernible
splitting of the central peak.
To summarize these results quantitatively, in main text Fig. 4D we plot the subharmonic rigidity, which evaluates




ωm/2)|2 for ωm = 0.75, 0.85, ..., 1.75 Ω (note that the values we choose are not special, but just a set of chosen
frequencies centered around the optimal frequency). We attribute the small decrease in rigidity for the larger chains
to a reduction in fidelity of the state preparation into one of the classical |AF〉 orderings. In addition to the chain
data presented here, in the main text we also plot the measured subharmonic rigidity for a honeycomb lattice with
sizes ranging from 9 to 200 atoms.
3.3. Signatures of a 4th subharmonic response
In this section we report signatures of a 4th subharmonic response. Figure S4A plots 〈n〉A − 〈n〉B in the presence
of two different drives with modulation frequencies of ωm = 1.83 Ω and 2.13 Ω, resulting in responses at a 4
th
subharmonic of ωfit = 0.458(4) Ω and 0.534(2) Ω, respectively. Here, the quantum state synchronously returns to
itself every four drive periods of ∆q(t), as seen by comparing 〈n〉A − 〈n〉B with the ∆q(t) profile (gray curve).
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FIG. S4. Signatures of a 4th subharmonic response. (A) 〈n〉A − 〈n〉B in the presence of two different drives with
modulation frequencies of ωm = 1.83 Ω and 2.13 Ω, resulting in responses at a 4
th subharmonic of ωfit = 0.458(4) Ω and
0.534(2) Ω, respectively. Data is on a 9-atom chain with V0/2π = 32 MHz and drive parameters ∆m = 1.75 Ω and ∆0 = 0,
which is a different drive parameter regime than those used in investigating a 2nd subharmonic response. (B) 〈n〉A − 〈n〉B
data for modulation frequencies from 1.51 Ω to 2.61 Ω with same parameters as A. (C) Fourier transform intensity |S(ω)|2
of data in B, showing signatures of a 4th subharmonic response (dotted white line) while seemingly not as robust as the 2nd
subharmonic response focused on in this work.
In Fig S4B we then explore this 4th subharmonic response by plotting the time dynamics 〈n〉A−〈n〉B for modulation
frequencies from 1.51 Ω to 2.61 Ω, and in Fig S4C plot its associated Fourier transform intensity |S(ω)|2. In panel C
we observe signatures of a 4th subharmonic response persisting from modulation frequencies ωm of approximately
1.8 Ω to 2.2 Ω, seemingly less robust than the 2nd subharmonic response that is the main focus of this work. A
stronger 4th subharmonic response may exist in other drive parameter regimes or lattice configurations (we did not
search widely).
3.4. Dependence of relaxation rate and subharmonic response on the initial state
In this section we demonstrate the strong dependence of the quantum dynamics on the choice of initial state, for
quenches to both fixed detunings and time-dependent detunings. Such markedly different behavior and thermalization
time for different initial states can be viewed as a key signature of quantum scarring.
First we present our measurement results for quenches with a static, optimal positive detuning. We plot the
sublattice populations over time for an initially prepared |AF〉 state (also referred to as |Z2〉 in one dimension [11])
and an initially prepared |ggg...〉 state, for a decorated honeycomb (Fig. S5) and for a one-dimensional chain (Fig. S6).
In both the two-dimensional and one-dimensional systems, the sublattice populations of the |ggg...〉 state quickly
equilibrate, whereas the |AF〉 state exhibits long-lived, periodic many-body revivals. Further, in the inset of Figure S5
we plot the dynamics of the nearest-neighbor connected correlator [10, 15], showing a faster equilibration rate for
the |ggg...〉 state. These observations experimentally confirm the initial-state dependence characteristic of quantum
scarring in one and two dimensions.
In Fig. S6A we explore the relationship between the parametric drive and quantum scarring by plotting the response
of the |AF〉 and |ggg . . .〉 states with and without a drive. For the |AF〉 state, the drive prolongs the sublattice
oscillations and locks their oscillation frequency to half the drive frequency. In contrast, the sublattice populations
of the |ggg . . .〉 state still quickly equilibrate under the drive and exhibit small oscillations at the drive frequency
(harmonic response). In Figure S6B we explore these distinct responses over a range of modulation frequencies by
plotting the Fourier transform intensity of the sublattice dynamics. In Fig. 4B of the main text and other figures
we plot |S(ω)|2 = |SA−B(ω)|2, but this quantity is not informative for the |ggg . . .〉 state as it approaches zero in
the thermodynamic limit. Accordingly, in Fig. S6B we plot the average Fourier transform intensity of the individual
sublattices, (|SA(ω)|2 + |SB(ω)|2)/2, for both the initial |AF〉 state and |ggg . . .〉 state. We find the |AF〉 initial state
exhibits a strong subharmonic response and also a weak harmonic response (which disappears for |SA−B(ω)|2), whereas
the |ggg . . .〉 initial state shows a harmonic response but no detectable subharmonic response. These observations
suggest that the subharmonic stabilization observed here is intertwined with the scarring behavior itself, and is distinct
9
from conventional time crystals by this dramatic initial-state dependence even for short times / small systems.
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FIG. S5. Initial-state dependence on dynamics. Plotted here are fixed detuning quenches in a two-dimensional lattice
(54-atom decorated honeycomb with V0/2π = 9.1 MHz and Ω/2π = 4.2 MHz). With a |ggg...〉 initial state (left) the sublattice
populations quickly equilibrate. With an |AF1〉 initial state (right) the sublattice populations oscillate and equilibrate at a
significantly slower rate, whose rate is dominated by imperfect blockade and NNN interactions as explored in the main text.
Insets show the nearest-neighbor connected correlator averaged over the entire array, i.e., Mean[〈nini+1〉−〈ni〉〈ni+1〉], where 〈〉
denotes an average over experimental repetitions and Mean[] denotes an average over sites i (see Refs [10, 15]). The correlator
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FIG. S6. Response to drive for different initial states. (A) (Left panels) Fixed detuning quench for |AF〉 (top) and
|ggg . . .〉 (bottom) initial states, showing an initial-state dependence of the ensuing dynamics and equilibration time. (Right
panels) Time-dependent quench for |AF〉 (top) and |ggg . . .〉 (bottom) initial states. The |AF〉 state scars are prolonged and
the individual sublattice response is synchronously locked to half the drive frequency, whereas the sublattice populations of
the |ggg . . .〉 state show small oscillations at the drive frequency (harmonic response). (B) Fourier transform intensity of the
individual sublattices |SA(ω)|2 and |SB(ω)|2, averaged together. The |AF〉 initial state (top) shows a strong subharmonic
response and also a weak harmonic response (which disappears for |SA−B(ω)|2 as plotted in Figure 4B of the main text). The
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FIG. S7. Subharmonic locking with square pulse modulation. (A) Pulse sequence with square pulse drive. (B) Scar
dynamics during a quench to a fixed optimal detuning (bare), and a time-dependent detuning (drive) with modulation frequency
ωm = 1.24 Ω. The drive increases the scar lifetime and changes its frequency to ωm/2. (C) Scar response frequency and lifetime
as a function of ωm, showing a subharmonic locking and lifetime increase.
3.5. Subharmonic response with square pulse modulation
In this section we demonstrate the robustness of the scar enhancement with respect to the pulse shape, here
specifically for square pulses of ∆(t), as shown in Figure S7A. Figure S7B plots the dynamics of 〈n〉A − 〈n〉B with
a fixed detuning ∆q = ∆q,opt = 0.5 Ω (top) and a time-dependent detuning ∆q(t) = ∆0 + ∆m (2Θ [cos(ωmt)]− 1)
(bottom), where Θ is the Heaviside Theta Function. As with the cosine drive, the square pulse modulation increases
the scar lifetime by a factor of five, from τfixed = 0.33(2)µs to τdrive = 1.72(11)µs, and changes the oscillation
frequency to be half the drive frequency of ωm = 1.24 Ω. In Figure S7C we plot the fitted oscillation frequency and
change in lifetime from driving as a function of the drive frequency, again finding a robust subharmonic locking to
ωm/2 and accompanying lifetime increase, for a one-dimensional chain and a honeycomb lattice. Note that the chain
in Fig S7C has V0/2π = 120 MHz, different than the V0/2π = 51 MHz used in Fig 3C of the main text and resulting
in the different change in driven lifetime. We do not find a significant difference between the behavior of the system
to cosine vs square driving, and focus on cosine driving throughout this work for consistency.
3.6. Rationale and robustness for choice of drive parameters ∆m and ∆0
In this section we discuss the choice of modulation amplitude ∆m and offset ∆0. Largely, these values were chosen
empirically, in what was observed (experimentally and numerically) to be a robust phase space.
Similar to the discussion in Section 4.4, preliminary hypotheses suggested that the driven stability arises in part
from having extremal values of ∆(t) at times when the antiferromagnetic |AF〉 states arise, stabilizing these states as
they have maximal excitation number in the blockaded subspace. Our naive hypothesis was further that we desire
a cosine profile that gives ∆(t) ≈ 0 at times between the revival of the |AF〉 states, in order to not disrupt the scar
evolution. To satisfy these conditions, we chose values of roughly ∆m = ∆0 and then further optimized empirically,
which seemed to be close to an optimum in the various lattices and V0 we measured experimentally. For the idealized
PXP Hamiltonian, we find that ωm = 1.33 Ω and ∆m = 2∆0 = Ω appears to give oscillations which persist to hundreds
of cycles. We speculate that good values for the full Rydberg Hamiltonian near ∆m = ∆0 instead of ∆m = 2∆0 could
be a consequence of the static field of the long-range interactions, requiring a larger ∆0 to impose a static offset akin
to ∆q,opt. We further speculate that there is an interplay between the time-dependent component of the detuning
with the time-dependent component of the long-range interactions.
In Fig. S8 we plot the 〈n〉A − 〈n〉B dynamics and associated Fourier transform for a one-dimensional chain as a
function of modulation amplitude ∆m, at fixed offset ∆0 = 0.5 Ω. We observe a robust subharmonic response across
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FIG. S8. Subharmonic stabilization as a function of modulation amplitude ∆m. (A) Dynamics of sublattice population
difference after quench as a function of modulation frequency, measured on a 9-atom chain with nearest-neighbor interaction
strength V0/2π = 120 MHz = 28 Ω/2π, detuning offset ∆0 = 0.5 Ω, and modulation frequency ωm = 1.28 Ω. The ∆0 we choose
here is commensurate with the optimal fixed-detuning quench ∆q,opt on this lattice, so the ∆m = 0 line corresponds to data for
optimal undriven scars on this lattice. (B) Fourier transform intensity |S(ω)|2 of data in A. Upon applying drive amplitude
∆m ≈ 0.3 Ω, the scar lifetime dramatically increases and exhibits a rigid subharmonic response at ω = ωm/2 = 0.64 Ω,
independent of drive amplitude, before degrading at drive amplitude ∆m ≈ 1.3 Ω.
4. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF DRIVEN SCARS
4.1. Growth of entanglement entropy under drive
The numerical data shown in Fig. S9 demonstrates the effects of the drive on the growth of bipartite entanglement
entropy in the Rydberg atom chain, and therefore provides a direct probe of the thermalization rate of the system.
In Fig. S9A we compare the growth of entropy in quenches with no detuning, optimal static detuning, and dynamical
detuning, for a 50-atom chain with open boundaries. We observe that the growth of entropy in the case of the
dynamical detuning is much slower compared to the cases of static and zero detuning, illustrating the qualitative
difference between the driven and static systems. The large system size ensures that the entropy dynamics are not
affected by finite size effects for the time period shown. The simulation is performed by applying the time-dependent
variational principle on matrix product states [40, 41]. The time step of the simulation is dt = 0.002, the truncation
error is εT = 5 · 10−9 and the integration is performed using a fourth-order method. The long-range interactions are
truncated for distances longer than four sites.
Figure S9B shows the dependence of bipartite entanglement entropy growth on the frequency of the drive for a
24-atom chain with open boundaries. The calculation is performed using second-order Trotterized time evolution with
time step dt = 0.001 applied to the full wave function. The slope of the entropy growth achieves a minimum value at
ωm ≈ 1.225 Ω, similar to the optimal ωm observed experimentally in main text Fig 3C for the 9-atom chain.
4.2. Stabilization of pure PXP












are also stabilized by the cosine drive. Pi = |gi〉 〈gi|. We use a Krylov method to evolve a 22-atom chain with
12
periodic boundary conditions in the blockaded Hilbert space. Both the slow growth of bipartite entanglement entropy
and the slow decay of sublattice excitation revivals provide evidence for a suppression of thermalization mechanisms in
the driven system. This result also illustrates that the effect of time-dependent detuning cannot be simply attributed
to the cancellation of the long-range interactions as the drive is able to further suppress thermalization of the idealized
PXP model.

























<latexit sha1_base64="WJFYJq5koSyCmJYZSS+6S6flg5I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WJFYJq5koSyCmJYZSS+6S6flg5I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WJFYJq5koSyCmJYZSS+6S6flg5I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WJFYJq5koSyCmJYZSS+6S6flg5I=">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</latexit>
 (t) =  0 +  m cos!mt
<latexit sha1_base64="Y7goxtglGqa5fynhE5Tk6C9i+d0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y7goxtglGqa5fynhE5Tk6C9i+d0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y7goxtglGqa5fynhE5Tk6C9i+d0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y7goxtglGqa5fynhE5Tk6C9i+d0=">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</latexit>
 (t) =  q,opt
<latexit sha1_base64="4H95T7B6LNSZDMng3KRfmP4hHsk=">AAADHXicbZLNihNBEMc748eu61dWj4I0BmGFJcyIsF6ERT14XMHsLiQhVPf0JE36y+4aNQxz8z28e9VX8CZexSfwNexJcnCSFAz851ddVNe/izklA6bpn05y5eq163v7Nw5u3rp952738N55sKXnYsCtsv6SQRBKGjFAiUpcOi9AMyUu2PxVk7/4IHyQ1rzDhRNjDVMjC8kBI5p0H45eC4VwhE9eVCs5qd4fj7ym1mFdT7q9tJ8ug26LbC16ZB1nk8PO31FueamFQa4ghGGWOhxX4FFyJeqDURmEAz6HqRhGaUCLMK6Wg9T0cSQ5LayPn0G6pP9XVKBDWGgWT2rAWdjMNXBXblhi8XxcSeNKFIavGhWlomhp4wrNpRcc1SIK4F7Gu1I+Aw8co3etLlMPbib5p3pn703YjBG2aDPCMWO5NNN2jun2/8qW1iROxIc30VEbn9VJ3i6Ie6FqutOyFvwIYRFpG+bL67ZZoSxsIOZhLrBZjWxzEbbF+dN+lvazt896py/XS7JPHpBH5Ihk5ISckjfkjAwIJ5/JV/KNfE++JD+Sn8mv1dGks665T1qR/P4Ho0QIew==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4H95T7B6LNSZDMng3KRfmP4hHsk=">AAADHXicbZLNihNBEMc748eu61dWj4I0BmGFJcyIsF6ERT14XMHsLiQhVPf0JE36y+4aNQxz8z28e9VX8CZexSfwNexJcnCSFAz851ddVNe/izklA6bpn05y5eq163v7Nw5u3rp952738N55sKXnYsCtsv6SQRBKGjFAiUpcOi9AMyUu2PxVk7/4IHyQ1rzDhRNjDVMjC8kBI5p0H45eC4VwhE9eVCs5qd4fj7ym1mFdT7q9tJ8ug26LbC16ZB1nk8PO31FueamFQa4ghGGWOhxX4FFyJeqDURmEAz6HqRhGaUCLMK6Wg9T0cSQ5LayPn0G6pP9XVKBDWGgWT2rAWdjMNXBXblhi8XxcSeNKFIavGhWlomhp4wrNpRcc1SIK4F7Gu1I+Aw8co3etLlMPbib5p3pn703YjBG2aDPCMWO5NNN2jun2/8qW1iROxIc30VEbn9VJ3i6Ie6FqutOyFvwIYRFpG+bL67ZZoSxsIOZhLrBZjWxzEbbF+dN+lvazt896py/XS7JPHpBH5Ihk5ISckjfkjAwIJ5/JV/KNfE++JD+Sn8mv1dGks665T1qR/P4Ho0QIew==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4H95T7B6LNSZDMng3KRfmP4hHsk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4H95T7B6LNSZDMng3KRfmP4hHsk=">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</latexit>
!m
<latexit sha1_base64="XEeJ82qI+6hilr2260frw4Vo+wM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XEeJ82qI+6hilr2260frw4Vo+wM=">AAADBXicbZLLihNBFIYr7W0cbzO6dFMYBBcSukXQ5aAblyOYmUASwqnq050idaOqWg2h1+7d6iu4G2brc/gEvobVSRZWkgMNf3+nDufKrBQ+5PmfXnbj5q3bd47uHt+7/+Dho5PTxxfeNI7jkBtp3IiBRyk0DoMIEkfWISgm8ZIt3nf+y8/ovDD6U1hanCqotagEhxDRaGIU1jBTs5N+PsjXRvdFsRV9srXz2Wnv76Q0vFGoA5fg/bjIbZiuwAXBJbbHk8ajBb6AGsdRalDop6t1wS19HklJK+PipwNd0/8jVqC8XyoWXyoIc7/r6+Ah37gJ1dvpSmjbBNR8k6hqJA2Gdt3TUjjkQS6jAO5ErJXyOTjgIc4oyVI7sHPBv7YHc+/Crg2/R7sWXjJWCl2nPqbS/81Ykk4sxgXrOFET12cFTwPi/mVLD44sgV/ALyNNYbkuN2WVNLCDmIMFhjaeRrF7CPvi4tWgyAfFx9f9s3fbIzkiT8kz8oIU5A05Ix/IORkSTiT5Tn6Qn9m37Fd2lV1vnma9bcwTklj2+x93xP9o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XEeJ82qI+6hilr2260frw4Vo+wM=">AAADBXicbZLLihNBFIYr7W0cbzO6dFMYBBcSukXQ5aAblyOYmUASwqnq050idaOqWg2h1+7d6iu4G2brc/gEvobVSRZWkgMNf3+nDufKrBQ+5PmfXnbj5q3bd47uHt+7/+Dho5PTxxfeNI7jkBtp3IiBRyk0DoMIEkfWISgm8ZIt3nf+y8/ovDD6U1hanCqotagEhxDRaGIU1jBTs5N+PsjXRvdFsRV9srXz2Wnv76Q0vFGoA5fg/bjIbZiuwAXBJbbHk8ajBb6AGsdRalDop6t1wS19HklJK+PipwNd0/8jVqC8XyoWXyoIc7/r6+Ah37gJ1dvpSmjbBNR8k6hqJA2Gdt3TUjjkQS6jAO5ErJXyOTjgIc4oyVI7sHPBv7YHc+/Crg2/R7sWXjJWCl2nPqbS/81Ykk4sxgXrOFET12cFTwPi/mVLD44sgV/ALyNNYbkuN2WVNLCDmIMFhjaeRrF7CPvi4tWgyAfFx9f9s3fbIzkiT8kz8oIU5A05Ix/IORkSTiT5Tn6Qn9m37Fd2lV1vnma9bcwTklj2+x93xP9o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XEeJ82qI+6hilr2260frw4Vo+wM=">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</latexit>
!m
<latexit sha1_base64="XEeJ82qI+6hilr2260frw4Vo+wM=">AAADBXicbZLLihNBFIYr7W0cbzO6dFMYBBcSukXQ5aAblyOYmUASwqnq050idaOqWg2h1+7d6iu4G2brc/gEvobVSRZWkgMNf3+nDufKrBQ+5PmfXnbj5q3bd47uHt+7/+Dho5PTxxfeNI7jkBtp3IiBRyk0DoMIEkfWISgm8ZIt3nf+y8/ovDD6U1hanCqotagEhxDRaGIU1jBTs5N+PsjXRvdFsRV9srXz2Wnv76Q0vFGoA5fg/bjIbZiuwAXBJbbHk8ajBb6AGsdRalDop6t1wS19HklJK+PipwNd0/8jVqC8XyoWXyoIc7/r6+Ah37gJ1dvpSmjbBNR8k6hqJA2Gdt3TUjjkQS6jAO5ErJXyOTjgIc4oyVI7sHPBv7YHc+/Crg2/R7sWXjJWCl2nPqbS/81Ykk4sxgXrOFET12cFTwPi/mVLD44sgV/ALyNNYbkuN2WVNLCDmIMFhjaeRrF7CPvi4tWgyAfFx9f9s3fbIzkiT8kz8oIU5A05Ix/IORkSTiT5Tn6Qn9m37Fd2lV1vnma9bcwTklj2+x93xP9o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XEeJ82qI+6hilr2260frw4Vo+wM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XEeJ82qI+6hilr2260frw4Vo+wM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XEeJ82qI+6hilr2260frw4Vo+wM=">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</latexit>
FIG. S9. Entanglement entropy dynamics of the Rydberg chain for a half-chain bipartition. The numerical
simulations are for the full Rydberg Hamiltonian, and the parameters of the system are V0/2π = 51 MHz, Ω/2π = 4.2 MHz.
The time-dependent detuning amplitudes are ∆0 = 0.55 Ω, ∆m = 0.55 Ω. (A) Comparison of entanglement dynamics with
harmonic detuning, optimal time-independent detuning ∆q,opt, and zero detuning reveals more than two-fold decrease in rate
of entanglement growth due to presence of the drive. Data is shown for a 50-atom chain. The detuning parameters are
∆q,opt = 0.0173 V0 and ωm = 1.2 Ω. (B) Dependence of entanglement growth on the frequency of the drive for a 24-atom
chain reveals an optimal modulation frequency that corresponds to the slowest rate of entanglement spreading. Inset: Time
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FIG. S10. Stabilization of pure PXP model under drive (numerics). (Top) Sublattice excitation probability for
undriven (left) and driven (right) PXP model. (Bottom) Entanglement entropy across midway bipartition for undriven (left)
and driven (right) PXP model. Numerics are calculated for a 22-atom chain with periodic boundary conditions and Ω/2π = 4.2
MHz. “Bare” is a conventional quench to ∆ = 0 and “Drive” is a quench to ∆ = ∆0 + ∆m cos (ωmt), with drive parameters
∆0 = 0.5 Ω, ∆m = 1.0 Ω, and ωm = 1.33 Ω. These plots show that the cosine drive delays the onset of thermalization even for
the “idealized” PXP model, which describes perfect nearest-neighbor blockade (V0 =∞) with no long-range interactions.
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4.3. Response of imbalanced lattices to time-dependent detuning
In this section we reproduce key features observed in main text Figure 3C in studying the response of the 66-atom
edge-imbalanced decorated honeycomb lattice to the time-dependent drive. Figure S11 shows the data from main
text Figure 3C and also numerical simulation results for a similar, but smaller, imbalanced system (18 atoms). The
simulation reproduces the significant shift of the optimal drive frequency for enhancing scar lifetime to higher ωm
(the natural oscillation frequency is approximately 0.6-0.65 Ω), and also reproduces the smaller peak at smaller ωm.
The higher-frequency peak is more pronounced in the numerics, which could be an effect of the significantly smaller
system, or an effect of experimental imperfections. The slight shift of the optimal modulation frequency between the
experimental and theoretical results could be attributed to the size difference in the boundaries of the lattices, as for
the smaller lattice the number of boundary sites consists of a larger fraction of the total number of sites. In this case
we expect the revival frequency to increase slightly as the least-blockaded lattice sites will tend to rotate faster [38].
The numerical simulation methods are the same as described in section 4.1.
Edge-imbalanced 
 decorated Honeycomb
System used for numerics






















































FIG. S11. Numerical investigations into the behavior of driven imbalanced lattices. (A) Experimental data on
the edge-imbalanced decorated honeycomb lattice; plotted are the scar response frequency and lifetime as a function of ωm,
showing a subharmonic locking and lifetime increase. Data are identical to those in Figure 3C of the main text. (B) Numerical
simulation of the same drive protocol with the Rydberg Hamiltonian on a smaller imbalanced system. The simulation reproduces
the two-peak structure observed in experiment and approximately captures the modulation frequencies that give the strongest
lifetime enhancement.
4.4. Analysis of pulsed model
Here we detail the pulsed model of scar stabilization presented in the main text, corresponding to a simplified
model (we assume infinitely sharp detuning pulses and idealized PXP interactions) that qualitatively reproduces key
experimental observations of extended lifetime and subharmonic locking from scar states, as well as strong initial-state
dependence of the phenomenon. We note that the combined concepts of pulsed Floquet driving and Rydberg atoms
has been explored theoretically, although in regimes distant from the work here [35, 42–44].
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FIG. S12. State-dependent subharmonic revivals in the pulsed drive model. (A) Many-body revivals under Flo-
quet unitary UF for τ = τc and varying ε = θ − π for a L = 14 chain with periodic boundary conditions. Revivals were
calculated by taking the average of | 〈ψ(0)|UF (π + ε, τ)2n |ψ(0)〉 |2 for n = 1, 2, ..., 100, and different initial states ψ(0).
|b24〉 ≡ |ggrgggrggggggg〉 is a generic state from the Hilbert space. (B) Here, we depict the dependence of subharmonic
weight on the rotation angle τ under HPXP and the deviation ε from the perfect echo point θ = π, calculated for N = 400
driving periods. We see oscillations persist to larger ε for τ near τc.
The pulsed model is given by the Hamiltonian




which consists of τ -periodic delta-function ‘kicks’ of the detuning N =
∑
i ni with amplitude θ, on top of the PXP
Hamiltonian. This can be thought of as an idealized, limiting case of the experimental driving where the detuning is
applied instantaneously once per period. This time-dependent Hamiltonian generates the Floquet unitary
UF (θ, τ) = e
−iθNe−iτHPXP , (S15)
which comprises of two parts: evolution under HPXP for time τ , and then an application of N for an angle θ. For a
fine-tuned evolution time τc ≈ 0.755× 2π Ω−1 the first step e−iτcHPXP acts like an approximate spin-flip between the
|AF1〉 and |AF2〉 product states, but otherwise generically serves to generate entanglement for initial states.
The Floquet unitary, parameterized by (θ, τ), harbors a special point θ = π. There the drive reverses dynamics
generated byHPXP perfectly after two driving periods. Specifically, the PXP Hamiltonian has a particle-hole symmetry
under e−iπN , i.e. e−iπNHPXPe
iπN = −HPXP (because σzi σxi σzi = −σxi ). As such, the application of PXP during the
first driving period is exactly undone during the second driving period, i.e. U2F = I. This is essentially a many-body
echo, and produces perfect subharmonic revivals for all initial states for any value of τ . However, we find that away
from the θ = π point where such an echo is no longer perfect, the |AF1〉 and |AF2〉 states nevertheless still exhibit
substantial many-body revivals for a wide range of deviations ε = θ−π, at fixed τ = τc. Indeed as can be seen in Fig.
S12, there is a plateau of stability for θ near π for which the oscillations from the |AF〉 initial states persist beyond
hundreds of Floquet periods.
The pulsed model also displays subharmonic locking, notably for the |AF〉 initial states but not others like |ggg · · · 〉
(Fig. S12). To probe the dependence on τ and ε, we compute the weight of subharmonic response in the power
spectrum of 〈n(t)〉A − 〈n(t)〉B , defined in the main text and references [30, 31]. Numerical results show that robust
oscillations for |AF〉 persist until very late times (100-1000’s of Floquet periods), for a wide range of τ near τc.
To explain the origin of this wide window of stability, we rewrite the Floquet unitary as








X ≡ e−iπNe−iτHPXP . (S16)
where C is the connectivity of the lattice (e.g. C = 2 for a chain). Here, we make two important conceptual
observations. First, the operator X is the Floquet unitary at the special point θ = π, and as such it squares to one,
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i.e. X2 = I. Second, we notice that since we operate within the blockaded subspace,
∑









j +const., justifying the second equality up to an irrelevant global phase. This Floquet unitary





[12, 13, 45]. Importantly, however, X in our case is not a product of simple on-site operators but instead generates
entangled dynamics.
However, X’s action implements an approximate global spin flip between the product states |AF1〉 and |AF2〉 when
τ = τc, as a result of the special quantum scarring properties that HPXP possesses. Furthermore, N serves to stabilize







is separated from the rest of the spectrum by a constant gap ε. Thus, loosely speaking, these two product states
simply oscillate between one another (at stroboscopic times). The robustness of the subharmonic response across a
wide parameter range is likely a result of the gap, which protects the oscillations against additional generic small
perturbations to the drive (as long as they still respect the time-translation symmetry, i.e. the drive is still Floquet in
nature) [33, 39]. Note that such analysis does not carry over to other initial product states, and so we do not expect
robust many-body revivals from them.
The pulsed model also provides an avenue by which to understand the microstate plot in Fig. 3D in the main text,
which focuses on a 1D chain as we similarly do so below. The plot shows that driving induces stable oscillations between
two states which have large populations in the antiferromagnetic states, but also acquires a signficant amplitude in
other microstates. Empirically, we observe that these additional microstates tend to have large values of N , and are






j . The pulsed
model also predicts this behavior (Fig. S13).
The pulsed model analysis presented above suggests that the experimentally observed subharmonic stabilization
can be explained by a many-body echo akin to DTC physics, where the scarred evolution realizes an approximate
X-flip for the |AF〉 states, and the detuning pulse introduces stabilizing Ising-type interactions within the blockaded
subspace. This interesting behavior warrants future, more detailed theoretical analysis. However, we emphasize that
many open questions remain. These include the role of significant next-nearest-neighbor interactions, the observed
frequency range of locking (main text Fig. 4B), the multi-peak structure seen in the driven lifetime of the edge-
imbalanced decorated honeycomb (main text Fig. 3C, Section 4.3), and the 4th subharmonic response (Section 3.3).
Furthermore, although the pulsed model reproduces key phenomenological aspects, the precise connection between






































FIG. S13. Numerical simulations of microstate population dynamics. We plot the microstate distribution for (top)
cosine driving (∆0 = ∆m = 0.55 Ω) and (bottom) pulsed driving (ε = 0.5) at driving frequency ωm = 1.15Ω for the 1D
L = 9 chain. The microstates are ordered by their Hamming distance from the |AF1〉 state. The right and left columns
depict a decomposition into microstates of the two symmetric and anti-symmetric superpositions of the two Floquet eigenstates
with largest overlap with |AF1〉, |AF2〉 states respectively. Dynamics (center column) appear to be largely explained by these
two eigenstates, as can be seen from the agreement between microstate populations at stroboscopic times. The microstates
populated at stroboscopic times, for both the simulations involving cosine and pulsed driving, are in qualitative agreement with
those observed experimentally, as shown in Fig. 3D of the main text.
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5. TABULATION OF SYSTEM AND DRIVE PARAMETERS USED IN MAIN TEXT
Figure Lattice Geometry parameters Quench / drive parameters
Ω/2π = 4.2 MHz
Fig 1B,C Honeycomb 85 atoms, V0/2π = 9.1 MHz ∆0 = ∆q,opt = 0.15 V0
Fig 2 Chain 9 atoms, V0 = varied ∆0 = ∆q,opt = 0.017 V0
Fig 2 Square 49 atoms, V0 = varied ∆0 = ∆q,opt = 0.33 V0
Fig 2 Honeycomb 85 atoms, V0 = varied ∆0 = ∆q,opt = 0.15 V0
Fig 2 Lieb 129 atoms, V0/2π = 9.1 MHz ∆0 = ∆q,opt = 0.20 V0
Fig 2 Dec. hon.a 54 atoms, V0 = varied ∆0 = ∆q,opt = 0.10 V0
Fig 2 EIDHb 66 atoms, V0 = varied ∆0 = ∆q,opt = 0.10 V0
Fig 3B Chain bare 9 atoms, V0/2π = 120 MHz ∆0 = ∆q,opt = 0.50 Ω
Fig 3B Chain drive Same as bare ωm = 1.24 Ω, ∆0 = 0.85 Ω, ∆m = 0.98 Ω
Fig 3C Chain 9 atoms, V0/2π = 51 MHz ωm = varied, ∆0 = 0.55 Ω, ∆m = 0.55 Ω
Fig 3C Honeycomb 41 atoms, V0/2π = 24 MHz ωm = varied, ∆0 = 0.87 Ω, ∆m = 0.87 Ω
Fig 3C EIDHb 66 atoms, V0/2π = 29 MHz ωm = varied, ∆0 = 0.78 Ω, ∆m = 0.98 Ω
Fig 3D Chain bare 9 atoms, V0/2π = 51 MHz ∆0 = ∆q,opt = 0.21 Ω
Fig 3D Chain drive Same as bare ωm = 1.15 Ω, ∆0 = 0.55 Ω, ∆m = 0.55 Ω
Fig 3E Chain bare 16 atoms, V0/2π = 51 MHz ∆0 = ∆q,opt = 0.21 Ω
Fig 3E Chain drive Same as bare ωm = 1.20 Ω, ∆0 = 0.55 Ω, ∆m = 0.55 Ω
Fig 4A,B Chain 9 atoms, V0/2π = 51 MHz ωm = varied, ∆0 = 0.55 Ω, ∆m = 0.55 Ω
Fig 4C Chain 9 atoms, V0/2π = varied ωm = varied, ∆0 = 0.55 Ω, ∆m = 0.55 Ω
Fig 4C Honeycomb 41 atoms, V0/2π = varied ωm = varied, ∆0 = 0.87 Ω, ∆m = 0.87 Ω
Fig 4D Chain 3 - 17 atoms, V0/2π = 51 MHz ωm = varied, ∆0 = 0.55 Ω, ∆m = 0.55 Ω
Fig 4D Honeycomb 9 - 200 atoms, V0/2π = 17 MHz ωm = varied, ∆0 = 0.87 Ω, ∆m = 0.87 Ω
TABLE S1. Tabulation of system and drive parameters used in the main text. aDec. hon. stands for decorated
honeycomb. bEIDH stands for edge-imbalanced decorated honeycomb. Varied indicates that this parameter is varied in the
plot.
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6. TABULATION OF 51-DIMENSIONAL HILBERT SPACE FROM MAIN TEXT FIGURE 3D
Index Microstate Index Microstate
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
2 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 28 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
3 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 29 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
4 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 30 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
5 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 31 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
6 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 32 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 33 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
8 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 34 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
9 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 35 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 37 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
12 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 38 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
13 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 39 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
14 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 40 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
15 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 41 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
16 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 43 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
18 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 44 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
19 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 45 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
20 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 46 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
21 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 47 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
22 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 48 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
23 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 49 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
24 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 50 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
25 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 51 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
26 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TABLE S2. Tabulation of microstates in main text Figure 3D. For the 9-atom chain, the 29-dimensional Hilbert
space is first reduced to 89 states by discarding states that violate the Rydberg blockade constraint, giving rise to the so-called
“constrained Hilbert space”. The Hilbert space dimension is then further reduced from 89 to 51 by grouping left-right symmetric
pairs of microstates. Finally, the microstates are ordered by nA − nB , or equivalently by Hamming distance from |AF1〉, and
within a given cluster of nA − nB , states are then ordered by nA + nB (although this ordering is still not completely unique).
“0” represents ground state |g〉 and “1” represents Rydberg state |r〉.
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7. CAPTION FOR SUPPLEMENTARY MOVIE S1
Supplementary Movie S1: Experimentally visualizing thermalization of the quantum many-body
wavefunction with single microstate resolution. We map out non-equilibrium, scarring dynamics in the entire
Hilbert space of a 9-atom chain of Rydberg atoms. Each vertex represents a microstate of the system (i.e. bit string)
observed upon projective readout, and the gray edges represent connections allowed by a single spin flip. The color
and size of each vertex represent the experimentally observed probability of the corresponding microstate at every
measured time step. The 29-dimensional Hilbert space is reduced to a dimension of 89 by only considering states where
the Rydberg blockade constraint is not violated. States are ordered left-to-right by Hamming distance (number of spin
flips) from the initial antiferromagnetic state |AF1〉, which lies at the left end of the graph; the other antiferromagnetic
state |AF2〉 lies at the right end of the graph. “Bare” denotes measurements of scarring dynamics under a quench
to a fixed optimal detuning, and “Drive” denotes measurements with a periodic modulation of the detuning, which
delays thermalization and the associated spreading across Hilbert space. The data presented here is the same as is
shown in Fig. 3D of the main text, and is constructed from 0.5 million individual bit string measurements.
